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Paperback. Book Condition: New. Not Signed; This is the Year 3, Autumn Test, Pack of 10 Progress
in Understanding Mathematics (PUMA) is a standardised, curriculum-linked suite of tests written to
the NEW mathematics curriculum. It is designed for whole-class use and for pupils of all abilities.
Uniquely, the series offers three tests for each primary school year, to monitor pupils' progress
term by term, and provides reliable, predictive and diagnostic information. Or you can pick the
test(s) you want, to give you maximum flexibility to assess just at the beginning, middle or end of
each year, if you prefer. - simple and quick to administer and mark - taking less than an hour to
assess a whole class - standardised scores, curriculum levels and maths ages, plus a diagnostic
profile across the separate strands of mathematics, will give you a wealth of information and make
you more effective in managing learning in your classroom - a decimalised PUMa scale score, based
on the termly performance data of over 10,000 pupils nationally, lets you monitor small increments
of progress and gives a reliable basis for predicting pupil progress and setting realistic targets - a
separate test is available for autumn, spring...
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ReviewsReviews

An incredibly amazing ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is writter in basic terms and never di icult to understand. Its been written in an
exceptionally basic way and it is only right after i finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Beverly Hoppe-- Beverly Hoppe

Extremely helpful for all class of individuals. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I realized this publication from my i and dad
suggested this ebook to discover.
-- Adela Schroeder II-- Adela Schroeder II
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